Jeep xj mirror upgrade

For aggressive drivers Jeep delivers all of the rugged durability and performance that rocky
road cruisers could desire. Tough Jeep machines are applauded for featuring reliable
performance on or off road. If an issue develops or a component must be fixed, don't wimp out
with a badly-made part. A Jeep Cherokee deserves genuine OEM and aftermarket parts to come
through with the most power possible. Flexible trucks including your tough, powerful Jeep
Cherokee were designed to cope well with all terrains in the suburbs or the mountains but in
return they've got to have proper upkeep and high-quality parts to keep on overcoming life's
dangerous curves. A Jeep Cherokee is able to conquer any terrain, but needs first-rate quality
parts to be able to get to where you're headed. That Jeep in the garage was assembled using
the best care and craftsmanship; it ought to have replacement parts with the same high level of
reliability. Although they may not be overwhelmingly important systems like your car or truck's
suspension, the minor segments of your car or truck can be quite important to having maximum
enjoyment from the car you devote all that time and energy on. Jeep is known for dependable
and robust cars, but all cars have minor components which sometimes break or require
replacement - PartsGeek. It's always smart to check your mirror prior to leaving a lane, entering
traffic, or turning. Your car has numerous Jeep Cherokee Mirrors; these need to be switched out
at such time as they are broken or blemished. Your vehicle's Jeep Cherokee Mirror helps the
driver to observe automobiles to the rear of them without twisting their heads away from the
current bearing of the lane, which reduces the incidence of vehicle accidents and helps when
backing up. Your vehicle's appearance and functionality are crucial to you - so they're crucial to
us as well. Nobody can bring you a better deal on exceptional Jeep accessories than we will all
week long. When there are any concerns about our parts or accessories, our customer support
specialists can be reached during business hours - with the usual world-class customer
service! They are available for the following Jeep Cherokee years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 18,
17, 16, 15, 14, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85, Haven't put them on
yet. Will take some time before doing so. So far they look great, but the finish part on the jeep
will tell it all. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit
a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Action
Crash CH Mirror. Position of Product: Right - Passenger Side. Quality: Premium - High quality
new replacement part. Dorman Mirror. Features: Reverse engineered to look, fit and function
exactly like the original door mirror Includes same mirror glass, housing, bracket and
technology as the original part that came on the vehicle No special tools or equipment is
necessary for installing this new part. Product Color Textured Black. Mirror Operation Manual
Remote. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Product Color Paint to Match. Few parts are
as important as your Jeep's side mirrors, despite them not being needed for your vehicle to run.
Seeing to the side and rear of the vehicle is essential if you intend to drive safely. Any damage
to the mirror or its parts can compromise this ability, increasing the risk of an accident. Mirror
replacements are generally inexpensive, so there's no reason to put off getting a new mirror
that will maximize the safety of driving your Jeep Cherokee. Reasons for Mirror Replacement As
far as vulnerability to collision damage, the door mirrors are at the top of the list. You can easily
forget to fold the mirror in and another vehicle can come too close and knock it right off. An
object can hit the glass and cause enough damage to compromise your field of view. Power
adjustment, heating, and turn signals, if built in, can be lost if there is an electrical problem.
Water can get into a cracked casing and cause corrosion and electrical damage. There are all
common reasons for Jeep Grand Cherokee side mirror replacement. Importance of Modern Car
Door Mirrors Placement of side mirrors is a legal requirement, not to mention a standard feature
of today's automobiles. Even a Jeep XJ mirror swap will keep your ride safe and compliant.
Until the late s, most passenger vehicles didn't have passenger side mirrors, except as options.
The expansion of roads and increased traffic called for mirrors to be built into both sides of
vehicles. A convex shape allows the mirror glass to show more in a smaller surface area. This
also causes objects to appear more distant than they in fact are. A vehicle might look more
distant but is closer than you think; that's why the familiar warning is etched onto the glass of
passenger side mirrors. If you want to go even more rugged, there are mirrors for you. Jeep XJ
doorless mirrors attach to the frame and provide the same function with or without a door. Cost
of Replacing Jeep Cherokee Mirrors If you want to replace an old or damaged part, or are
looking for a Cherokee or Jeep XJ mirror upgrade, your mind might be boggled by the variability
in prices. Prices depend on the accessory features of the mirror. The model year, product type,
and market prices impact what you'll pay as well. You can replace the mirror yourself with the
proper tools and there is enough time. The inside door panel and panel covering the mirror
wiring have to be removed before you can replace the part. This can be a bit challenging for

some. Many owners prefer to have a mechanic service the vehicle, so the mirror, Jeep Cherokee
side mirror mount, and wiring are done correctly. That can save time and money if you're
worried about making mistakes, even if the shop charges for labor. Where you can save is
PartsGeek. All automotive parts and accessories on our site are less because we sell them
exclusively online and not in stores. You can therefore take advantage of the savings with
mirrors that suit your vehicle, style, and purpose. Read more reviews. Looks great, but when
they are finally on, thats when I can really tell, but so far so good. Product seems to be good
quality. Satisfied w my purchase. I would recommend buying a mirror. Product arrived
unharmed, as exactly what we had ordered. No complications what so ever. Shipping Options:
Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Jeep Cherokee. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Jeep Cherokee. Catalog: H. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: N. If so, you will love the different
options we bring here. Also, we made an in-depth guide about some factors you should look
into before buying new steering for your Jeep XJ. They are the perfect fit for replacing your
worn-out steering. That said, here are the best upgrades:. Here, we have Rugged Ridge as our
first choice due to its heavy-duty design. With a quarter-inch wall made of high-quality drawn
over mandrel, also known as DOM, this steering wheel is a beast when it comes to strength. In
addition to that, this model also features a strong tie rod end. Unlike the standard factory
y-steering system, this is a crossover model. This type of steering comes in handy for anybody
that has an adjustable height suspension system. On top of that, it is the perfect choice for
vehicles with 2. However, anything above 4 inches will not work with this one. The sweet spot is
between 2 inches and 4 inches. This kit comes with a sturdy adjusting sleeve, which only
connects the tie rod to the steering components. Due to its durability and previous quality that
Detroit Axle ensures, it will keep the two sides of your suspension connected. But more
importantly, they both have undergone extreme wear testing to meet quality control standards.
Last but not least, we also get a sturdy front track bar on the kit. It is built to withstand
heavy-use, especially when driving over bumps. You could say Rough Country never sells
unreliable products. Whether you want to replace your worn-out steering or install larger tires,
this stabilizer will help you enormously fit. Moreover, this is a bolt-on steering, meaning you can
easily install it within 30 minutes just by using a couple of tools. This model comes in handy for
lifted vehicles as it reduces any wear the tie rods might experience when driving for long
periods. There is this never-ending discussion about whether the crossover system or the
inverted-Y is better. Moreover, if you have an air system designed for off-road, the ride height
continually changes, and with an inverted-Y system, your toe will change as you move to
off-road height, which is quite obnoxious. However, that is not to say the stock steering is
terrible. It does a great job of working correctly. But if you want to avoid toe changes, the
crossover is the better choice. The drag link on your vehicle plays a huge role. Without it, you
would have a hard time turning left or right. A low-quality drag link can cause many problems
on your vehicles, such as play and vibration when going down the road. As expected, it is not
safe to drive like that. Hitting bumps as you drive will cause the toe to change. When this
happens, the geometry of your vehicle is not quite right. However, the best way to mitigate this
issue is to make sure your steering features an anti-bump steer system. Be careful when
choosing a steering linkage. Your aftermarket wheels might not be compatible with the steering
you want to buy. Some brands provide large tie rod ends that are most likely compatible with
your large aftermarket wheels. So, you might be good to go. The general process of installing a
steering stabilizer on your Jeep is relatively simple. Having such a useful skill under your belt
will allow you to save up a lot of money. For this, you want to take your 19mm ratcheting
wrench. Loosen them up and then proceed to take them off by hand. The tie rod might get in
your way as you try to remove it. If that happens, you need to turn the tie rod up. You should
now be able to slide it along the rail. The first step to installing the center bracket is to make
sure the tab is facing the differential. Take the bracket and make sure the offset tab is placed
towards the differential. After that, install the U-bolts. From there, you want to attach the cover
to the bottom of the center bracket. You also have to make sure the end of the shock is in the
middle. Here, you want to tighten the end of the dampener. To tighten it, you want to use a
19mm deep socket. Next, grab the bracket and put it back into place. Without it, it gets pretty
hard to turn the vehicle as lots of force is required. The power steering, on the other hand,
makes it reasonably easy. There is a lot that goes behind parallel parking. Lining up the rear
bumpers, lining up the mirror, etc. With power steering, you can quickly turn the wheel to the
right or left, making it easier to parallel park. Turning your car at low speed can be a daunting
task without power steering. With it, however, turning your vehicle is not nearly as hard. Letters
are used to express the type of vehicle made by the automaker. Yes, you can drive with death
wobble. However, you should never go over 40mph as anything above that number might
trigger the death wobble. Replacing your worn-out steering can be a great way to enhance the

lack of smoothness in your ride. Essentially, the steering stabilizer will get rid of that annoying
jolting feeling when driving over bumps. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. We may earn a small commission if you purchase through our
recommended links. More details. Ready to learn more? Mount Up the Steering Upgrade 3. This
unit is a direct replacement bolt-on for the stock steering on a to Jeep. No modifications or
machining to any part of the vehicle is necessary on vehicles with no lift, 2 of the tie rod ends
must be trimmed to achieve proper adjustment. Important Notes About this Product:. Fits stock
front axles Dana 30 or Dana 44 :. Parts Included:. Years Covered:. We promise to never spam
you, and just use your email address to identify you as a valid customer. This product hasn't
received any reviews yet. Be the first to review this product! Minimum Purchase:. Maximum
Purchase:. Gift Wrapping:. Add to Cart. Add to Wishlist. Important Notes About this Product:
Sold as a kit. This kit is designed to be used on vehicles with 4" of lift. It can be used on
vehicles with less lift, but the vehicle must have a minimum of a 2" bump stop over stock. On
vehicles with no lift, 2 of the tie rod ends may need be trimmed to achieve proper adjustment.
No modifications or machining to any part of the vehicle is necessary. If unit is being used on a
vehicle with 6" of lift, the suspension down travel needs to be checked to make sure that the
steering system is not limiting the suspensions down travel. If the this steering limits the down
travel - do NOT use this system. Do NOT use a dropped pitman arm use the stock pitman arm
on the steering box. How do you rate this product? Write a headline for your review here:. Write
your review here:. Your email:. Enter your name: optional. Related Products. Please wait OK,
look, we realize that this isn't an XJ in the lead picture. But the doors that we used came from a
four-door XJ, and this upgrade works the same for an XJ as it will for this '92 MJ. Bolting the
doors up was the easy part. If you have even one good eye, a Sharpie, and a tape measure you
can do it. We had to wrestle with the wiring though, not only because we were going from a '92
to a '97 setup, but because our MJ was manual doors, locks, windows and mirrors, and our
donor was power everything and even had heated mirrors. So, follow along to see how to get
the doors on the Jeep and wire them up while making your Jeep all kinds of better in the
process. Here is a list we've compiled from three different wiring diagrams and a bunch of time
with our doors. Hopefully by giving you the color of the wire, what it is claimed to do, and what
we did with it, you can figure out your wiring on your doors, if the wires happen to be a different
color. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Pete Trasborg Writer. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Get some cool 4x4 tech every couple of weeks:. We respect your email
privacy. There are a few different options out there for upgrading your Jeep XJ's steering, so
we're going to take a look at a few of them and why you might choose one over the other. We'll
start off with simpler, cheaper ways to improve your steering, then look at some beefy 1 ton
upgrade options. While some of this is due to the Cherokee's puny steering and not amazing
design, sometimes it's just poor maintenance. A few things you can do are:. Before you
upgrade to 1 ton steering, it's really important to strengthen the steering box mount with a steel
spacer and a brace to keep the box frame ripping off the thin unibody. If you're going to throw
on some big tires or do serious wheeling, you should very much consider welding on frame
stiffeners to:. If you're just looking to get rid of some steering slop, RuffStuff Specialties
patented a little disk they call "The Cure". It's a piece of Delrin that sandwiches between the
drag link and the tie rod. Lots of Jeeps have a little dead spot in their steering. This occurs
when you're turning the wheel, the drag link moves, and the drag link "flops" from front-to-back
of back-to-front of the tie rod. That little extra flop is the source of your dead spot, and happens
because the stock rubber drag link end boot is soft and flexy - Delrin is harder, smooth, and
self-lubing, so that you won't have that flop. The Cure is only for use at the junction of the drag
link and tie rod - not at the knuckles or pitman. That means you only need one. It's aluminum,
skeletal-looking, and breaks a lot on even moderately-wheeled rigs. It probably tends to crack
on XJs where the unibody experiences a lot of flex. The cast aluminum isn't ductile, so it cracks
instead of bending. It's as simple as unbolting your steering box, slipping out your sad, broken
aluminum spacer, and replacing it with a new steel spacer. Yes, a spacer and a brace are
probably the first things you should upgrade in your steering if you're running big tires or a
locker. A steel replacement steering box spacer for your XJ, like the one from JcrOffroad, will
hold up however long you want to wheel your rig. It also includes mounting hardware - it's a
good idea to use red Loctite on the bolt threads so they don't work loose. The brace bolts
around the sector shaft casting on the steering box and then ties into the frame on the
passenger side. There are weld-on and bolt-on braces, but we think the best brace is a bolt-on it's much easier to install. If you're going to run big tires or a locker on your XJ, this is another
must-do with a steel spacer. The M. To see how easy the installation is, check out the
instructions. While frame stiffeners aren't a direct steering upgrade, they're something to
consider if you're going to be doing hard wheeling. They'll decrease the overall frame flexibility

in your XJ, which is a good thing if you want tight steering. They complement large tires that put
lots of leverage on your suspension, and they also give you a solid place for mounting
suspension points, rock sliders, and drivetrain mounts. We're showing just the front frame
stiffeners from RuffStuff here, but you can plate your XJ's frame from the front to the rear if you
want. If your want to substantially improve your XJ's steering and strength, take a look at
putting in a kit that has bigger tie rod ends or heims , a bigger tie rod, and a bigger drag link.
Most XJ owners that are upgrading to 1 ton steering are looking for 3 things:. If you're looking
at 1 ton steering for your XJ, that means you already have a steel steering box spacer installed
along with a steering box brace, at the least. If your tires and lift justify huge TREs and links,
we're assuming you've done the basic reinforcement that every XJ wheeler should do.
Depending on your Jeep, the Dana 30 or Dana 44 steering linkage leaves a lot to be desired in
terms of strength and handling. So, there are a few ways to achieve these goals and different
manufacturers have different takes on the best steering system. So, here are some thought and
facts:. If you upgrade your steering to "crossover" style, the tie rod is moved to the top of the
knuckles. First, when the tie rod is moved on top of the knuckle, it's out of the way of rocks and
obstacles that might bend it when you're out on the trail. This is a good thing if you're doing a
lot of trail time, but we don't see it as hugely essential. While there's been a pretty big trend to
go with crossover steering for all types of 4x4s, there are plenty of people doing low-lift, big-tire
builds that stick with the low steering. It's not too hard to gently winch or drag out a bent tie rod
on the trail anyway. The second thing to think about is "How high is your lift? The higher you lift
your suspension, the more extreme the drag link angle becomes. The ideal setup for your XJ
would be that your tie rod and drag link would be parallel. Of course, this is the real world.
However, if you move up the tie rod, you can flatten the angle between the tie rod and drag link
and improve your steering. Most crossunder XJ steering upgrades are rated for around " of lift.
You may be able to go bigger, but realize that there'll be compromises in your steering. If you
need to drop your angle, many lift kits come with drop pitman arms , or you can pick one up
separately. If you're breaking tie rod ends, or think you might, the best thing to do is make them
bigger! We'll talk more below about tie rod ends vs heims, but let's talk about the drilling and
tapering first. Neither option is particularly difficult. Go slowly, use oil to lube the bit as you drill
- there isn't much to it. Put the taper reamer in the hole and apply pressure while drilling. Use
lots of oil. With the taper reamer, you want to focus on keeping the drill square to the knuckle or
pitman and test fit the tie rod or drag link end frequently while reaming. GM tie rod ends and
drag link ends have the same taper taper is the change in diameter along the length , but the
end diameters are different - make sure that you're constantly test-fitting so you don't
over-ream! Tie rod ends are a ball joint mounted in single shear with a tapered joint. They're
secured with a jam nut on the shank and a castle nut and cotter pin on the tapered side. They
have zerks that can be filled with grease, are easily available, and the 1 ton joints you'd use in
an Jeep XJ are super strong. Heim joints are a ball joint mounted in single or double shear with
a straight joint. Instead of a tapered "pin", they have a straight through-hole. They're secured
with a jam nut on the shank end and bolted with a bolt in the through-hole. Heims are good for
when you need tons of steering articulation. If you can mount them in double shear, they'll be
stronger than a comparable tie rod end. We prefer tie rod ends for an XJ that's going to see a
bunch of street use. TREs last longer and you don't have to worry about keeping the joint tight.
You could safety wire your heims, but we don't see a lot of people doing that in practice. TREs
might have a little less articulation, but they're fine in an XJ when you use the
high-misalignment GM 1 ton joints. It shouldn't come as a huge surprise that bigger and thicker
steel is stronger than smaller, thinner steel. But it's a little more nuianced than that. Structually
speaking, when a tube or rod needs to resist a bending load, the majority of the load is carried
furthest from the center of mass - in other words, looking at the end of a steel rod, the outside
of it does the most work. You can eliminate much of the inside and still get comparable
strength. While the solid rod is ultimately stronger than the 1. If you're waffling between a
couple of steering upgrade kits for your XJ, tube or solid probably shouldn't be the deciding
factor. If you're making your XJ into a lightweight trail rig, round tubing is an easy area to kill
some weight while keeping your steering strong. With a sufficient diameter, you can make your
tie rod super resistant to bending. But if you want it to be truly strong, you need it to be thick.
This kit from RuffStuff Specialties ticks all the boxes for us. The pitman end is
high-misalignment. It does have a crossunder tie rod, but it uses large 1. Need a 1 ton DIY kit
that you you weld yourself? It's cheaper and more flexible if you've got a custom setup. Use this
kit. It's also DIY cutting and welding. This is a bolt-on kit that works with " of lift. While it doesn't
look to us like it should work very well, lots of people love this kit and say that it's made a big
difference in the handling of their XJ! Fair enough. It's definitely the easiest kit to install - no
drilling or reaming are required to put it together. The tie rod and drag link are solid alloy rod

and the TREs have the factory taper. The drag link in particular has an integrated end that would
require replacement of the whole rod when it wears out. The kit expects you to use stock parts
from knuckles to pitman arm. That means that if you have a lift kit with a dropped pitman, you'll
want to dig out your stock one and reinstall it. This kit from CavFab replaces your tie rod and
drag link with solid 1. Both will both definitely resist bending more than any other XJ steering
kit. Teflon-lined alloy heim joints will last longer than plain steel, but tie rod ends will last longer
than these heims. One of the benefits to this kit is that you can run the tie rod under the knuckle
like stock or over the knuckle. This is pretty handy, but if you're doing street miles, make sure
you properly torque the heim bolts. Loose bolts can wallow out holes, break, or just fall apart.
Tyler came out of the womb with a Birfield in one hand and a stick of in the other, ready to weld
any piece of trail-busted steel back together. He has wheeled, broken, and modified a variety of
rigs, from Toyotas to Jeeps to Fords to Chevies. He likes doing long distance overland travel
and would happily spend every night in the bed of a pickup under the stars. Toggle navigation.
Home Winch Database Articles Contact. Once you start running big meats on your XJ, you're
going to notice something: The stock steering is terrible for big tires. Besides being weak, it'll
often feel loose or sloppy - and have some bad handling. Table of Contents. A few things you
can do are: Wiggle parts around with a crowbar: Try to find loose bushings. The track bar is
often loose or needs new bushings. Check the steering box: It'll loosen up with age, but you can
tighten it up. It might also need a rebuild. Inspect the frame around the steering box for cracks
and check the tightness of the mounting bolts. This is an area of the unibody that often needs to
be reinforced. Upgrade your XJ to 1 ton steering from RuffStuff or Currie Enterprises Consider
Jeep XJ frame stiffeners for the unibody Before you upgrade to 1 ton steering, it's really
important to strengthen the steering box mount with a steel spacer and a brace to keep the box
frame ripping off the thin unibody. If you're going to throw on some big tires or do serious
wheeling, you should very much consider welding on frame stiffeners to: Make the XJ's unibody
more rigid Provide thicker mount points for links, crossmembers, etc. The way it works is
simple: Lots of Jeeps have a little dead spot in their steering. Installation is simple: Removing
the drag link from the tie rod Removing the rubber boot from the drag link end and toss it Install
"The Cure" in place of the rubber boot Reinstall the drag link The Cure is only for use at the
junction of the drag link and tie rod - not at the knuckles or pitman. Jeep Rubber Tie Rod Boot
Replaced With the Cure By replacing the soft rubber boot with the harder Delrin, the drag link
doesn't shift every time you turn the steering wheel. Sometimes, you may need to shave or trim
The Cure down to get it to seat correctly. It's powdercoated and bolts-in - no drilling or welding.
Did you know that your XJ has a steering box spacer sandwiched between the frame and the
box? This is a must-fix if you plan to run big tires or do hard wheeling. It'll stiffen the unibody
up and is stronger and more ductile than the aluminum spacer. But it's an easy fix: Replace it
with a steel steering box spacer. Do you need it? This is a bolt-on part - no drilling or welding
required. Check price on Amazon. Do you like the idea of ripping your XJ's steering box off your
frame? Probably not. That's why you need a steering box brace for your XJ. RuffStuff Frame
Stiffener Fishmouth RuffStuff's front stiffeners come in 3 pieces per side to make them easier to
install. The reinforcement plates fishmouth together where they meet. The XJ's unibody
construction is infamous for its flexibility. Get too crossed up on a trail, and you might not be
able to open your doors. Most XJ owners that are upgrading to 1 ton steering are looking for 3
things: Strong steering No death wobble Reasonable articulation while fourwheeling Let's just
note here: If you're looking at 1 ton steering for your XJ, that means you already have a steel
steering box spacer installed along with a steering box brace, at the least. Now: Depending on
your Jeep, the Dana 30 or Dana 44 steering linkage leaves a lot to be desired in terms of
strength and handling. Crossunder Steering With crossunder steering the tie rod is mounted
under the knuckle mount. This is an extremely common mounting on all types of solid axle
4x4s. The tie rod is low and vulnerable to rocks, which is why many upgrades make the tie rod
super thick. Crossover Steering With crossover steering you get better angles and your tie rod
is up and out of the way. But it's usually more work and requires some drilling or light
fabrication. If you're lifting your XJ over " you should look into crossover steering. On a stock
Jeep Cherokee XJ, the tie rod is mounted under the knuckles. What's the difference? There are
two important things: First, when the tie rod is moved on top of the knuckle, it's out of the way
of rocks and obstacles that might bend it when you're out on the trail. That ain't happenin' and
the drag link is angled even in the stock configuration. Use a taper reamer to resize to a 1. It's a
tiny bit trickier, but not much. Very important! Tie Rod Ends vs. Heim Joints Generally, we
recommend TREs for street-driven rigs and heims for fourwheeling when you need the
strongest possible strength. Ah, the great debate, TREs vs. Solid tubing : There is one kit out
there with a solid steel drag link and tie rod! Which one should you get? Strengthwise, the
options are ordered like this:. So: While the solid rod is ultimately stronger than the 1. A thin tie

rod that gets dented will weaken and bend at the dent. Crossunder Fab required? Taper ream
knuckles and pitman Check price on Amazon. You'll need to ream your knuckles and pitman
arm for the GM taper. This is a complete 1 ton steering setup for your XJ, from the steering box
to the knuckles. To install it, you need to: Ream the knuckles and pitman arm with a 1. Bolt-in
Check price on Amazon. Works for " of lift and uses your stock pitman arm. It uses a
factory-style T setup, super strong parts, and is set up for crossunder steering. To install it, you
need to: Ensure you have a stock pitman arm Bolt on the tie rod and drag link. Drill knuckles
and pitman Check price on CavFab. Dimple Die Sets for Sleek Strengthening. The Best lb
Winches. In , we at Roundforge are proudly supporting: Tread Lightly. Share Email More. Reddit
Twitter Google Tumblr. In this section, you will find a list of parts that can be used from various
vehicles on your Jeep XJ. So check it out and enjoy! If you see anything here that may be
incorrect please let me know and give me an educated reason why so I can pass the info on to
other Jeep Cherokee owners. Bastard Pack: Any 2. S10, Dakota. Jeep WJ brake booster, master
cylinder, proportioning valve. Jeep KJ disc brake setnew infiniti fx35
2018 toyota tacoma owners manual
2005 chrysler pacifica radiator replacement
ups can be used for a conversion on your Cherokee. Ford 8. Newer Jeep XJ intakes may
require some modification. Mustang 5. Dakota 2. Ford Electric Fan ' 3. Hood vents i. Lebaron,
Laser, Turbo Thunderbird etc. You can convert the closed system to open without replacing
your radiator by using the fill cap from a 4. Then cap off or eliminate the T'ed lines in the heater
core. For ''86 Jeep XJ with 2. Renix Transmission swap electric speedo to t-case. GM power
antennas replace your broken XJ's with little modification. TJ Fender Flares front and rear or
rear all the way around. OEM swing-out tire carriers, get the bumper with it, found mainly on ''90
XJ's. Bronco II swing out tire carrier - slight mod to fit via S10 Shackles. ZJ and WJ Seats - get
brackets too, may require some drilling but gives you leather :- 6. ZJ shift knob, direct
replacement for XJ knob. Vin Decoding. Brief History. Common XJ Problems. What's Death
Wobble. JunkYard Upgrades. My Story. This site was designed with the.

